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Executive 
Summary

From the ever-growing presence of international 
private equity in Australasia and the Asia healthcare 
marketplace to the emergence of technology start-
ups, we are truly seeing the workforce shift into a 
cross-pollination of out-of-sector talent that is now 
making up the C-Suite and the senior management 
levels, respectively.

Although the overall healthcare industry continues to 
grow, some sub-sectors have remained stagnant in 
the current environment. The verticals which have 
not had any meaningful executive movement in FY21 
include healthcare supplies, life science tools and 
services and some pharmaceuticals, although we are 
seeing that trend turn within our forecasts over the 
next six months.

We are excited by the challenges we have seen in 
2021 and even more focused on partnering with our 
clients and executives to face the next phases of our 
healthcare journey in 2022.

Dynamic, challenging and resilient are all words 
you have heard to describe the healthcare market 
in 2021. Within the world of executive search and 
leadership, we have seen no different and we are 
excited to share with you the insights that have 
gathered over the past 12 months.

Some of the most notable changes in the executive 
marketplace are yet to come in early 2022, so we 
all wait to see the next evolution of our 
marketplace with great anticipation.
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There is no question that we see the hospital
sector facing the most “executive burnout” of all
the healthcare verticals, and the true impact will
be seen in the first half of next year, we have
discussed with our clients to be prepared and
stay engaged with their top performers.

The private hospital sector has had one of its most 
challenging years to date. There was no shortage of 
change taking place with elective surgery shutdowns 
and federal government deals to combat COVID.

The uncertainty of COVID meant that stability in 
executive roles was the priority for the individual, but 
as we entered into the second half of the year, we saw 
a significant increase in movement and willingness to 
move employers in the coming 12 months ahead.

Another interesting factor was the significant 
investment through external professional services firms 
2025 and beyond strategy workshops which took place 
in2019-20, which was intended to be implemented until 
COVID took hold. 

With the way forward in terms of strategy and new 
business lines becoming clearer, the attraction to be a 
part of real organisational change with a plan in place 
is becoming the motivating factor to move on to the 
next career challenge for candidates.
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Over the past two quarters, we are also seeing an exodus 
of CEOs, General Managers, and operational executives 
from well-known private hospital chains. These 
executives are mostly moving to competitors, which is set 
to continue well into the next year and in the past 
quarter, we are seeing private equity firms acquire talent 
from notable groups, mostly within financial and 
commercial requirements across their investment 
portfolios.

The Not-for-Profit hospital players continue their relative 
stability within the senior ranks as Calvary makes a bold 
move into the aged care  sector with the years most 
significant acquisition of Japara Healthcare and their NFP 
counterparts to  reveal new lines of business services 
over the  next six months. For all its challenges and 
media scrutiny, the private hospital sector is positioned 
strongly, and group CEOs remain extremely positive and 
now less cautious moving into next year.

45%

In 2021, 45% of CEO positions within the private healthcare sector 
placed by C-Suite Partners included equity or an earn-out component
on top of the short and long-term incentives schemes within the 
employment agreement.

of CEO positions within 
the private healthcare 

sector placed by 

C-Suite Partners

Source: KPMG International - 2021 Healthcare CEO Future Pulse

Approaches being fundamentally revised due to COVID-19
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The public health sector remained more stable
than in years past at the C-Suite level. A low-risk
appetite for change within the candidate market
has driven this stability. Many executives also
spoke of an obligation of the sector and their
respective employers during its most challenging
times to date. As we see BAU slowly re-emerge
Public Health and in particular health services in
the big three states will see the largest change in
leadership.

The New Zealand healthcare system has also been the 
topic of multiple conversations. They look to reimagine 
the existing healthcare system and attempt to convert 
the country into an NHS-like structure by abolishing the 
20 District Health Boards to create a single health 
organisation.

There is no doubt there will be structural repositioning 
at both the executive and second-tier executive levels 
across Australia hospitals, including both states and 
territories within the region. Our data alone suggests 
the public health executives are planning to transition 
from passive to active candidates moving into the final 
month of the year as we see a significant increase in 
pro-active candidate behaviour at the federal, state and 
local levels, respectively.

Northern Territory Health was one of the most notable 
health systems to bring in large-scale search processes 
around executive talent in 2021, with many of those 
positions now consolidated and focusing on outcomes 
in 2022.
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COVID has again impacted the movement of many clinical roles, 
including Director of Medical Services and Directors of Nursing 
positions, with many opting to see out the next three months 
before committing to moving interstate for the multitude of 
opportunities that exist in the marketplace.

Strategic appointments are at the forefront of our current 
conversations from a ministerial through to the local level, with 
three key appointments to be announced in February - March 
next year,  impacting the Victorian and New South Wales health 
market at the state level.

Source: Deloitte - 2021 Global Health Care Outlook

3.9%
Between 2020 and 2024, global health spending is expected 
to rise at a 3.9% compound annual growth rate (CAGR), 
considerably faster than the 2.8% recorded in 2015–2019.4 
The fastest growth will be in Asia and Australasia (5.3%) 
and the transition economies of Central and Eastern 
Europe (5.2%), and the slowest in Latin America (0.7%).

healthcare
spend rise for 

2020-2024 

10.4%
Global health care spending as a share of gross domestic 
product (GDP) is projected to rise to 10.4% in 2020, up from 
10.2% the previous three years. The sector’s GDP share 
should average 10.3% in 2021 and 2022.

healthcare
spend rise for 

2020-2024 
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2021 was a playground for private equity firms
looking to firm up their healthcare portfolios by
acquiring some of the region's most notable and
upcoming healthcare groups.

Over the past 24 months, the Australian, New Zealand 
and greater Asia markets are being targeted by the 
notable KKR and TPG, but we are seeing the emergence 
of European, Australian, New Zealand and Singaporean 
firms taking a great interest in the Asia Pacific 
healthcare market. 

With Permira and Infratil focusing  on the New Zealand 
radiology market, Quadrant’s recent purchase of Let's 
Get Care and EQT’s highly publicised acquisition of 
Australian success story ICON Group, the industry shift 
towards private equity 3–5-year methodology continues 
to build momentum.

In the more matured PE market of South East Asia, we 
have seen niche healthcare players such as Quadria  
Capital invest into prominent private hospital chain  
PT Medikaloka Hermina Tbk in Indonesia, Malaysia  
based PE investor Navis Capital Partners completed a 
majority investment in Aurelius Healthcare as TE Asia  
Healthcare Partners (TPG backed) is looking to invest 
$90M into Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia within 
the cardiology, oncology and orthopedics markets.
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4% 
World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that the 
average total healthcare expenditure per capita in 
Southeast Asia is about 4% of GDP

As with all acquisitions, change is inevitable within the first 12 
months, so expect to see movement at the C-Suite and second-
tier management in Q2-3 2022.

Sources:
Invest in Asean - Healthcare: Healthcare Spending 
BDO Australia – Private Equity 

$2,273 Singapore expenditure per capita 

Despite initial uncertainty related to the  COVID-19 pandemic, 
cashed-up private equity firms pushed forward with deals in 
FY21, resulting in a 300% increase in deal volume.

Brunei expenditure per capita$1,449

There have been fourteen private equity deals per annum 
with an aggregate deal value of over $6 billion in the past
three years

$6bn 
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The life sciences sector has continued to see
activity within Australia and greater Asia as 2022
has been predicted as exceptionally busy on the
M&A front as the sub-sector of life sciences
rebounded strongly in 2021 overall.

From an executive talent perspective, there is a real 
trend of clients looking for a new breed of 
executives as the digitalization of Pharma and 
Medical Devices has become ever apparent. 

We mentioned this prediction 24 months ago and it 
continues to build momentum as many clients are 
now getting ahead of the curve in terms of 
diversifying their talent pool and looking outside 
the traditional streams of pure life sciences 
backgrounds.

As always, the life sciences sectors' most sought-
after appointments remain in Asia, more specifically 
within  Singapore. Our Asia offices in Hong Kong and 
Singapore have seen the rebound of the market, 
which has remained stagnant in terms of strategic 
placements over the past 12 months, but recently 
the engagement of clients for market mapping of 
the region in preparation for 2022 has taken place 
which indicates an aggressive talent strategy within 
the SEA region.
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49%
The biotechnology sector makes up nearly 49% of the total 
market capitalisation on a sub-sector basis.of total market 

cap

The mapping exercises  have included executive roles such as 
Chief Financial Officer, Vice President of Global Regulatory 
Affairs, Senior Vice President  Operations and Chief Clinical 
Officer based across Singapore, Australia, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Vietnam and Hong Kong.

Source: BDO Australia – Healthcare Market Capitalisation

53% The 49% is down from 53% in June 2020 and this decrease 
is underpinned by the CSL market capitalisation remaining 
static in FY21 at $130 billion

down from 53% 
in June 2020

62%
The remaining biotechnology stocks increased by 62% 
during FY21. Healthcare equipment has been the biggest 
mover over the past 12 months, increasing by over $10 
billion to 25% of total market capitalisation.

biotechnology 
stocks increase

during FY21
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2021 has continued the wave of healthcare
technology story that started in 2020, with
significant investment into the sub-sector as the
pandemic exposed gaps in care methods and the
sector pressure on staffing requirements and
more importantly customer adoption.

We have seen this technology trend focus on the home 
care sector in recent months with new innovative ways 
of engaging with customers while providing higher 
levels of care. This overarching tech revolution 
continues to focus on Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
telehealth, robotics and blockchain.

Whilst nothing new, we are now seeing significant 
investment in the talent supporting these 
advancements as a firm. From Chief Information  
Officers, Chief Data Officers, Senior Developers and  
Heads of Product, 2021 is by far the most engaged 
our clients have been in finding talent outside of the 
healthcare sector.

This trend continues as these out-of-sector 
appointments have been extraordinarily successful 
across multiple businesses, both established and in 
the start-up phase of healthcare tech.
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Sources: 
Deloitte – 2021 Global Health Care Outlook
McKinsey & Company – Telehealth: A quarter-trillion-dollar post-COVID-19 reality?

65%
Overall, nearly 65% of survey respondents said their organisation 
had increased its adoption of digital technologies to support 
clinicians’ ways of working.

64%
A similar 64% reported that their organisation had increased its 
adoption of digital technologies to provide virtual support and 
ways of engaging with patients.

40%
Around 40% of surveyed consumers stated that they believe they 
will continue to use telehealth going forward—up from 11% of 
consumers using telehealth prior to COVID-19.
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With the strong global focus on healthcare
investment throughout 2021, our firms in
Australia, Hong Kong and Singapore all saw a
significant uplift in demand from our clients after
our Asia operations saw a decrease over 2020 in
overall services rendered. It was a positive change
to witness the South East Asia market come back
to life towards the second half of the year.

The momentum built in Asia will continue, and we 
predict this will be on par with the Australasia business 
growth trajectory by Q3 2022. An interesting 
development was the demand for the firm's Leadership 
and Advisory services hitting record demand as clients' 
focus drifted to COVID and operations.

Our firm's senior leaders and partners were able to 
provide support to our clients across leadership 
development of second-tier management and group 
executive, individual executive coaching and advisory 
ranging from market salary ranges to workforce 
redesign.

This was also our most diversified year in terms of 
searches and sub-sector engagements, which led to 
candidates reaching overall remuneration packages 
that finished outside the original bandings our 
clients predicted. 
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Over 72% of the placements were headhunted72% 

CEO's searches equated for over 37% total client 
engagements for C-Suite Partners offices globally37% 

Over 80% of Corporate Services executive placements 
by C-Suite Partners globally came from outside of the 
healthcare sector

80% 

The demand for talent in a candidate short market impacted the 
negotiation phase, which gave the advantage to the candidate as 
over 72% of the placements were headhunted, which meant they 
were not proactively looking and more than happy to continue in 
their roles for 12 more months.

There will be another shift next year as more executives leave in 
Q1-2 and 3, providing the next challenge for clients to fill that 
need quickly in a market that will have healthcare companies 
again pushing the salary expectation higher to complete the 
negotiation.

Interestingly that does not need to be the case; what should be 
considered by our clients is not pushing up the package but 
getting more creative with leave entitlements, flexible working,  
equity and family-focused incentives. Covid has changed the 
perception of what matters to the C-Suite.



Yes, you will need to pay the market rate and have an STI and LTI  component, but many 
will opt for a flexible working environment and compromise on the base within reason, 
which will benefit both client and candidate in what is set to be the busiest year in 
healthcare search and leadership to date.
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Top 5 most In demand healthcare executive roles 2021

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Chief Data Officer

Executive Director of People & Culture

Director of Medical Services

MICHAEL MURRAY
Global Managing Partner

We are truly fortunate to work in a sector that has the world's attention on it day-to-
day. Our entire firm would like to acknowledge the work of front-line staff through to 
the executive teams in a highly volatile healthcare environment. We thank you for your 
unwavering support and partnership.

We are very proud of our small contribution to the healthcare sector. From all the C-
Suite Partners offices across Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong, we are very excited to 
engage with the marketplace in February 2022 for another dynamic year in our industry 
of choice, Healthcare.
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Connect on LinkedIn

Stay up-to-date with the healthcare and life sciences 
industry news, exclusive executive updates and 
opportunities and more on LinkedIn.

Connect
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Connect With Us

We want to arm you with the insight and know-how to navigate the dynamic 
healthcare sector. Stay connected with us to be the first to know about trending 
industry news, business updates, executive opportunities and video interviews with 
executives who have reached the upper echelon of the healthcare industry in our In 
The Boardroom series.

Current Roles
To ensure that you are alerted for any executive roles that 
may be of interest across our international offices, simply 
sign up below for the C-Suite Partners executive platform to 
stay informed in real-time for every opportunity that arises.

Sign Up

https://www.linkedin.com/company/c-suitepartnerspl/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/c-suitepartnerspl
https://c-suitepartners.com/current-roles/?category=&location=&worktype=&isSubscriptionFirst#list
https://c-suitepartners.com/current-roles/?category=&location=&worktype=&isSubscriptionFirst#list
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